Introduction: Microwave tubes are still a critical technology to DoD weapons systems (70 % of DoD weapon-systems with active emitters) even though the Solid-state technology continues to be the technology of choice in new systems. This transition of technology in DoD weapon systems has been projected for decades and will take several more decades to complete leaving DoD with small, yet critical industrial base to support many DoD weapons system needs. DoD procurement represents ~80% of the industrial base US sales. Microwave tubes are high-power, high-vacuum devices and use many rare-earth metals and specialized materials and parts. As with many other industries, the changing international market for these materials has caused price (variation and increase), lost of US sources and in some cases requires new material solutions. Low volume usage, the need for specialized processing and consistency in material properties add to the difficulty in maintaining sources of these materials. Over the years, issues with the supply of Beryllium, Beryllium Oxide, Thoriated-Tungsten wire, Rare-earth metals for magnets (Samarium-Cobalt), Tungsten, and recently Tungsten-Rhenium wire have put the supply of Microwave tubes at risk. These DMSMS issues continue to be addressed by the Microwave tube industry and with the help of US government programs like the Defense Production Act
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Microwave tubes are still a critical technology to DoD weapons systems (70 % of DoD weapon-systems with active emitters) even though the Solid-state technology continues to be the technology of choice in new systems. This transition of technology in DoD weapon systems has been projected for decades and will take several more decades to complete leaving DoD with small, yet critical industrial base to support many DoD weapons system needs. DoD procurement represents ~80% of the industrial base US sales. Microwave tubes are high-power, high-vacuum devices and use many rare-earth metals and specialized materials and parts. As with many other industries, the changing international market for these materials has caused price (variation and increase), lost of US sources and in some cases requires new material solutions. Low volume usage, the need for specialized processing and consistency in material properties add to the difficulty in maintaining sources of these materials. Over the years, issues with the supply of Beryllium, Beryllium Oxide, Thoriated-Tungsten wire, Rare-earth metals for magnets (Samarium-Cobalt), Tungsten, and recently Tungsten-Rhenium wire have put the supply of Microwave tubes at risk. These DMSMS issues continue to be addressed by the Microwave tube industry and with the help of US government programs like the Defense Production Act Current Issue -Cathode Manufacturing and Tungsten-Rhenium wire: Tungsten-Rhenium wire is used extensively in the manufacture of heaters for thermionic cathodes used in most microwave tubes. Economic reality of today's market is that the old costdrivers of labor, yield and scrap have taken a back seat to the cost of materials and the global economy realities are causing lost of US industrial sources. Where materials used to see only predicable inflationary increase year to year, today see increases happening day to day. A good portion of this volatility can be attributed to economic globalization and the rapid increase in industrialization in Asia and developing nations. This increase has and is having a dramatic effect on the demand side of supply. The demand curves are creating the volatility in the materials markets, and are having a particularly dramatic effect on the materials used in the manufacture of vacuum electron devices. Rhenium is easily the rarest of all the refractory materials, 120 tons of copper ore typically yields only 1 gram of this material. It, like Molybdenum, has seen significant spikes in demand for industrialization and aerospace uses and its demand has affected pricing. Rhenium's main use (70%) is for mixing with hightemperature super-alloys used in jet engine parts. The microwave tube industry uses Rhenium mixed with Tungsten to form wire which is wound into a variety of configurations for heater applications and flattened into ribbon for rf helices. The total usage of tungsten rhenium wire by the microwave tube industry is very small as compared to pure Tungsten or Molybdenum based wire, but it is critical to the operation of these devices. The group has worked collectively to perform market research to find replacement US and foreign sources for a tungsten-rhenium wire replacement while generating an improved specification for future wire sources. The group is also working to finalize a uniform qualification plan to implement for future additional sources at the electron gun and helices sub-assembly level in the attempt to minimize cost and expedite qualification of a new wire source prior to the end of 2013.
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Conclusion
As the global economies continue to grow; further pressures on supply and price for the materials used in the manufactures of Microwave Tubes will not abate. The intent this abstract is not to offer solution to pending price increases nor to address the potential for significant material shortages, but to inform the industry on progress to resolve the existing DMS issue involving TungstenRhenium wire and to start a dialog within the industry on how to deal with these issues and the issues to come.
